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A» International cooperation in the field of neutron nuclear data:
General background

In response to the increasing neutron nuclear data demands of
the nuclear technical and scientific communixy a world-wide organiz-
ational effort has developed in the last ten to fifteen years in the
detailed assessment of the data requirements and in the measurementf
compilation and evaluation of this required data. It is the purpose
of "this chapter to describe the objects and achievements of this
international effort. A more extensive description may be found in
references ¿_

At the beginning of the nuclear reactor development in the
fifties the interest was centered on thermal neutron reactors and
rather crude calculational methods; at that time only the rather
limited amount of neutron nuclear data information in the range of
thermal and low neutron resonance energies was essentially needed.
Since the second half of the fifties and the beginning of the sixties
the situation has changed completely. Neutron nuclear data compilation
and evaluation rapidly evolved into a large international effort going
on amongst various laboratories and centres. This was essentially due
to the fact that interest became more and more focussed on the develop-
ment of fast reactors, and thus on the much larger neutron energy
range between meV and MeV energies. Simultaneously the rapid computer
development allowed and forced steadily increasing refinements of the
reactor theory methods; these went parallel with and were also pro-
voked by the increasing refinements of the measurement techniques
of experimental reactor physics. These refinements in reactor theory
and experiment opened the possibility of much more detailed and reliable
predictions of reactor physical properties with almost the only condition
that the neutron nuclear data involved be known to sufficient complete-
ness, detail and reliability over the whole energy range of reactor
neutrons. Since then it became indispensable that measurement, com-
pilation and evaluation of neutron nuclear data for a given element or
isotope should cover the whole neutron energy range from almost 0 to
at least 15 MeV, and all possible neutron reactions occurring in that
range. Moreover it was increasingly recognized that the data must be
available on punched cards or magnetic tape so that the computer can be
used to prepare derived quantities (such as multigroup constants)
needed for reactor calculations.

The increasing amount of neutron nuclear data concerned required
enhanced coordination between reactor designers who put forward the
data requirements including their priority and accuracy with due
justification and nuclear scientists who were to fulfill these require-
ments by measurement, compilation and evaluation and enhanced coordin-
ation between nuclear data measurers, compilers and evaluators them-
selves. This coordination was essentially accomplished by

1. national, regional and international nuclear data committees, and

2. an international network of neutron data compilation centers.
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At present, the countries with major nuclear data programmes
such as the U.S.A., U.S.S.R., U.K., Japan, India and others have their
own national nuclear data committees which coordinate the nuclear data
efforts on the national level. Before the end of the sixties the only
international nuclear data committee was the EANDC (European American
Nuclear Data Committee). Under the sponsorship of the European Nuclear
Energy Agency (ENEA) of the OECD this Committee was founded in i960
with participation from all OECD countries. Regional subcommittees
of EANDC developed in the area of EURATOM countries and of small
European countries not belonging to EURATOM. The regional subcommittees
and the national nuclear data committees in OECD countries work closely
together with BANDC.

In the past EANDC met at intervals of about nine months, recently
about annually. Its prime responsibilities are the promotion and
coordination of nuclear data research within the OSCD area. One of the
most important tasks of BANDC is the critical assessment of the nuclear
data requirements and the review of experimental progress towards
meeting these requirements in OECD Member States. Within this context
EANDC discusses and stimulates the development of measurement techniques
and the establishment of new experimental groups and facilities. It
advises on the allocation of enriched isotopes and other special samples
needed for the requested nuclear data measurements. It encourages the
coordination and distribution of the required experimental work along
various research lines and according to the experimental capabilities
and experiences of the various laboratories.

In accordance with its statutory objectives, i.e. " to foster the
exchange of scientific and technical information on peaceful uses of
atomic energy w the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) already
in the early sixties has taken an active interest in international co-
ordination of the nuclear data field. In the formulation of its nuclear
data programme the IAEA has been aided by the International Nuclear
Data Scientific Working Group (iNDSWG) which in 1969 was consolidated
as a continuing advisory body with the name International Nuclear Data
Committee (INDC). INDC is composed of members from countries with
major nuclear data programmes with due consideration given to a balanced
geographical representation. INDC meets annually. It has objisctives
very similar to EANDC on a fully international scale. Its prime respon-
sibility is to promote international cooperation in all phases of nuclear
data activity and to advise the Director General of the IAEA in this
field.

The nuclear data programme of the IAEA is implemented by its
Nuclear Data Section (NDS) which was formed in 1964 and, which also
acts as secretariat to the INDC. Its objective is to promote the
world-wide compilation and exchange of nuclear data information, to
assess the requirements for nuclear data and to promote national and
regional nuclear data programmes to fulfill these needs. To fulfill
these objectives, with the primary emphasis being still on neutron
nuclear data for reactors, it cooperates closely with three other
neutron data centers:
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- the national Neutron Cross Section Center (NNCSC)
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in the USA;

- the Centr po Jadernym Dannym (CJD = îîuclear Data Centre)
at the Institute of Physics and Energetics, Obninsk,
in the USSR; and

- the Neutron Data Compilation Centre (NDCC) of the
European Nuclear Energy Agency (EUEA) at Saclay in France.

NNCSC was founded in 1967, within the framework of the programme
of the US Atomic Energy Commission. It grew out of the famous much
older Brookhaven Sigma Center and comprizes in one large unit the
formerly dispersed compilation, evaluation and programming efforts.
A particularly important task of NNCSC is the coordination of the US
neutron data evaluation effort acd the establishment of an evaluated
neutron data file (SNDP) for the U.S.A.

NDCC was set up in 1964 as part of ENEA when it became apparent
that the Brookhaven Sigma Center could not keep pace with the increasing
neutron data production both in Western Europe and in Northamerica
(U.S.A. and Canada). In 19&5 a cooperative arrangement was made between
the ENEA and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission for the exchange of
neutron data information between NNCSC and NDCC.

CJD was also founded in 1964. It serves similar purposes for the
U.S.S.R. as NNCSC for Northamerica and communicates through IAEA/NDS
with the Western centres.

Each of these four neutron data centres services one part of the
world, i.e. it compiles all neutron data and fulfills neutron data re-
quests from this area. The service areas are

- for NNCSCi the USA and Canada,

- for CJD: the USSR,

- for NDCC1 all Member States of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) in Western
Europe and Japan,

- for NDSt all other countries in Eastern Europe, Asia, Australia
and New Zealand, Africa, Central and South America.

Representatives from the four centres meet annually to discuss
policies and technical detail of their cooperation.
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B. International cooperation in the field of neutron nuclear datai
Implementation

Through the efforts of the international nuclear data committees
such as IHDC and BANDC and through the network of the four neutron data
centres a kind of "closed loop" operation "between neutron data users
and producers has "been developed on an international scale. This is
illustrated "by figure 1. The individual features of this operation are
described in more detail below.

Bl. BKSDA

We restrict ourselves to nuclear reactor design and nuclear data
requirements for this purpose. In order to illustrate how large the
nuclear (mostly neutron) data scope is which enters into reactor design
studies it may be useful to start with a list of nuclear data types
required for this purpose /~2_7»

a) microscopic cross sections for all neutron induced reactions
•between 0 and at least 15 MeV (for example, (n,f), (n,\), (n,n),
(n,n'), (n,P), (n,'a)f (n,2n) and other threebody break-up reactions),
together with quantities involving cross section ratios such as
01 * ffnv / ffnf and V " ^ 1 + t t ) *

b) angular distributions for elastically scattered neutrons and elastic
scattering polarization data and Legendre polynomial coefficients of
scattering angular distributions;

c) angular and energy distributions for inelastically scattered neutrons;

d) differential angular and energy dependent excitation data for out-
going neutrons, protons, a-particles, gamma-rays, etc., outgoing
combination of these particles;

e) number, energy spectra and angular distributions of prompt and
delayed fission neutrons and the half-lives of delayed neutron
precursors;

f) resolved and statistical resonance parameters, statistical distribu-
tions of resonance partial half widths and level spacings;

g) nuclear temperatures and single particle level densities derived,
e.g., from neutron inelastic scattering to the "continuum11 range
of residual nuclear energy levels and similar physically significant
parameters derived by experimenters from their measurements;

h) fission product yields and cross sections;

i) "clean" integral data having immediate application in experimental
neutron physics and in evaluation. The principal types are average
cross sections measured in well-defined neutron spectra, such as
thermal reactor and neutron fission spectra, together with so-called
infinite dilution resonance integrals for neutron absorption and

fission processes.
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All of these data are required for a large number of reactor
materials and isotopes the weight of the individual data being
essentially determined by their influence on the neutron econosy
and the basic design characteristics such as critical mass, K _..,
breeding ratio, safety coefficients -Jid others.

A powerful means of getting these nuclear data requirements
known to experimental nuclear physicists are request lists compiled
by reactor designers and made available to these physicists. Those
request lists for neutron data measurements have for a long time
been compiled, issued and critically reviewed by EANDC with restriction
to requestors in OBCD countries on the basis of national and regional
request lists. The EANDC request lists fulfilled an important function
in the promotion of neutron data measurement programmes and led to an
increasingly detailed and accurate knowledge of reactor neutron data.
The latest EANDC lists (see e.g. £~~i_J) have been prepared by the
EANDC Secretariat from a computer file of the requests which allows
for rapid updating, country and other retrievals and, which is called
RSNDA ( = EBquests for Neutron j)Ata Measurements).

Recently NDS compiled a similar list of neutron requests from the
Soviet Union and from other countries outside the O5CD area. Following
recommendations by INDC and EANDC these requests were combined with up-
dated requests from the EANDC area at ENEA/NDCC. The result of this
cooperative effort of ENEA * and IAEA is a first world-wide request list
for neutron data measurements for reactors called RENDA 72 which is
published by IAEA on behalf of ENEA/NDCC and IAEA/NDS in the fall of
1972 Z ~ \

Simultaneously the responsibilities for future production and
review of RSNDA have been passed from EANDC and ENEA to INDC and IAEA.
NDS will take over from NDCC the operation of the RENDA computer system.
It is expected that a four neutron data centres operation can be imple-
mented in which the centres send revised and new requests arising
from countries in their area to NDS for an annual revised publication
of the RENDA list. The RENDA system to be operated by NDS will be
open-ended so as to allow inclusion in the file of other application
areas than reactors and of non-neutron nuclear data.

Figure 7 contains a sample page of RENDA 72 for illustration of
the structure of a RENDA request. An individual request specifies the
neutron quantity to be measured for a given element or isotope and
neutron energy range. It furthermore specifies the desirable experi-
mental accuracy and the priority in accord with the needs of the re-
questing nuclear reactor programme. Requestors are usually indicated
by their name and laboratory. Usually a brief outline of purpose and
justification of a request is given in the comments column together
with a short description of the status of the requested data including

* ENEA has recently been renamed NEA = Nuclear Energy Agency
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non-availability.

In the following I would like to demonstrate the truly inter-
national character of this list, the necessity for international
cooperation in the fulfilment of BENDA requests.» and to outline fields
of neutron data measurements in which developing countries could malee
valuable contributions to the international neutron data effort. This
will "be done by grouping the requests according to application and/or
data type and required experimental technique.

I. In many different countries similar types of reactors are being
developed and/or installed such as light, heavy water and high
temperature thermal reactors, converters and fast breeder reactors.
Therefore the neutron data needs as expressed in HSSM requests are
very similar to many countriesr the same neutron data being involved
in the reactor design. This is reflected by the multiplicity of re-
quests for important (priority 1 and 2) neutron data and for standard
cross sections in RENDA. The following examples are taken out of
HENDA ?2 Z~4_7:

a. therma1 reactors s

(U-235): 4 requests; prior.1; ace. 0.1-0.5$;
France, UK, USA;

a (TJ-?^8): 4 requests; 2 prior. 1,
' ace. 0.5-"!̂ : Canada, Fr

2 prior. 2;
France, Pakistan, UK;

(Pu-239): 6 requests; 5 prior. 1, 1 p
0.1-1$; Canada, France, USA;

. 2; ace.

"o(Pu-2}9): 5 requests; ? prior. 1, 2 prior. 2; ace.
0 ? l # Canada, Prance, IAEA, UK, USA

b. fast reactors»

cf.p (Pu-2^9)s 16 requests; 11 prior. 1, 3 prior. 2;
ace. I—596 (l requ. 10$); France, IAEA,
Japan, India, Pakistan, UK, USA, USSR;

a or a (Pu-2^9): 15 requests; 8 prior. 1, 6 prior. 2,
' 1 prior. 5; ace. H-10JÍ; Australia, France,

FRG, India, Japan, Sweden, South Africa,
Pakistan, UK, USA, USSR;

<ï (U-2^8): 9 requests; 7 prior. 1. 2 prior. 2; ace.
* 1-1096 (mostly around ^ ) ; France, Japan,

Pakistan, Sweden, FRO, UK, USA, USSR.
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standard cross sections;

(He-1?): 1 keV - 1? KeV; 7 requests; 2 prior. 1,
5 prior. 2; ace. 1-1OJÉ (av. i£); Prance,
India, UT, USSR;

°a i1-1"0)* thermal - 18 MeV; 1"» recuests; 9 prior. 1
3 prior. 2, 1 prior. 3; ace. 1-10^ (av. 4?C)
Belgium, France, FBG, India, UK, USA;

o a (B-10): thermal - 18 MeV; 10 requests; 8 prior. 1,
? prior. 2; ace. l-10?£ (av. 4$); ^elpium,
UK, USA-,

T (Au-197): thermal - 7 yeV: 8 reouests; 5 prior. 1,
"*' "? prior. 2; ace. 1-lOjS (av. 5$, Jap. therm,

requ. 0.1^); Belgium, EÜBATOM, Prance,
Japan, USA;

(tT-235)ï thermal - l* KeV; 18 ~eouerts; 13 prior.l,
*? prior. 2: ace. 1-5^ (av. 2.S^ for 16
fast energies requests, ace. 0.3 and 1J& for
2 thermal reques+s»; France, PR3, Japan,
India Pakistan Sweden, South Africa, UIC,
USA, ITSSB;

spontaneous fission; 8 requests; 5 prior. I,
3 prior. 2; ace. C l - 0.5# (av. 0.4<);
Canada, France, FRG, Australia, IAEA, USA,
USSR.

Comments:

(i) All above recuests are high priority high accuracy requests
for precision measurements; they stem from developed and
developing countries;

(ii) fulfillment of these requests requires use or development of
sophisticated methods and facilities and long-term experi-
mental experience generally only available in developed
countries;

(iii) not every-one even of the developed countries with only very
few exceptions will have the experimental and/or financial
capability to fulfill its own requirements.

Conclusions:

(i) The fulfillment of the above requests quoted under a-c and
similar groups of urgent requests requires cooperation
particularly between developed countries;

(ii) the fulfillment of these requests by developed countries
will be of cost saving benefit to developing countries.
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Sotes

IAEA enters several times as requestor under a, b and c. These
are "the only requests not connected to national reactor develop-
ment programmes. IASA/NDS takes interest in developing inter-
nationally acceptable standard values particularly for standard
reference cross sections and data. It requests those data where
previous evaluations and measurements have still not met accuracy
requirements for reactor projects in many of its meinber states.

II. HBSDA contains many requests with priorities ? and 3.
which concern future applications or applications to individual

aspects of nuclear energy programmes (priority 2) or nuclear data of
more general interest or required to fill out the body of information
needed for nuclear technology (priority 3).

These requests are generally moderate-accuracy requests and thus
do not necessarily require sophisticated techniques and highly ex-
perienced manpower for their fulfilment.

Here developing countries could make a valuable contribution
which will be of benefit to both developing and developed countries.
The benefit to the developing countries will be threefold:

a. the measurement results can be used directly in their own
nuclear energy programmes (special case: if capability
available, developing countries could participate in ful-
filling their own requirements, if these are of basic
interest to their national programmes. Example« nuclear
data requirements for Thorium breeder developments of
monazite rich countries like India or Brazil);

b. RKITTA requests provide a basis for applied scientific pro-
grammes also to smaller countries which do not have an own
nuclear energy development programme, but which can thus
participate in an overall international effort with benefits
such as participation in international conferences, acceptance
in the international scientific community, enhancement of
technical self-confidence and independence;

0. neutron data experiments serve education and training pur-
poses, not only in nuclear physics itself, but also in other
fields like electronics, vacuum technology, material properties,
machine techniques, etc., which are needed for these experi-
ments, but whose knowledge is also useful in other branches
of science and technology; they would thus help to broaden the
scientific/technical knowledge, experience, capability and
technical infrastructure of developing countries.
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Bequests for Measurements of (np)r (na)t (o2n) and similar
cross sections around 14 MeV amenable to T(drn)He4 neutron
sources (in many cases no data available)

(Neutron energies from T(d,n) reaction lie between 12.8 MeV
(backward, scattering) and 15.8 MeV (forward scattering))

Altogether more than 110 requests for various purposes with,
accuracies between 10 and 2O5f and mostly priorities 2 and >
where 14-16 MeV is mostly the upper limit of the required
energy range (requests with greater accuracy requirements
are omitted)s

. Neutron absorption in fast reactors (e.g. He-build-up)

24 requests for (np) and (n<x)
11 for (np): V, Cr-52, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zr, Nb and Mo;
13 fo:r (na): Ti, V, Cr, Kn, Pe, Co, Ni, Ni-58,60, Zr, Nb and Mo,

Requesting countries: Prance, PBG and Sweden.

Note that mostly data for elements, not separated isotopes
are requested; this eases the sample supply problem.

b. Specif* reactor purposes such as neutron economy and multi-

plication, transmutation rates, radioactive afterheat?

radiation damage, etc.

32 requests all from Belgium/Mo1 and SUHATOM/Geelj

10 for (np)i N-14, F-19, Ti, V, Cr, Pe, Ni, Nb, Mo, V;

12 for (na)i Be-10 (1.9 . 106y), N-14, O-I6, F-19, Ti, V,
Cr, Pe, Ni, Nb, Mo, V;

10 for (n2n): Li-7, F-19, Ti, V, Cr, Pe, Ni, Nb, Mo, V.

c. Activation detection and analysis and 14 MeV systematic;»

34 requests 1

15 for (np)» 0-16, Ar-40, K-41, Ti-46,47, Pe-54, Co-59, Ni-60,
Mo-95, Sm-152, Gd-158, Er-166,l68, Tm-169, ïb-174;

1 for (nnp)i Ni-58;

3 for (na)t Pe-54, As-75, Tm-169;

15 for (n2n)i N-14, F-19, Co-59, Ni-58, Zn-64, Ga-69, As-75,
T-89, Sm-144, Lu-175, W-182,186, Au-197, Tl-203,205.

Bequesting countries* France, Hungary, Japan.
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d. Threshold detectors and neutron flux/fluence measurements

I3 requests:

9 for (np)i Se-3, P-31, S-32, Sc-45, Ti-46,47, Fe-54, Mo-92,95;

4 for (na)t Li-6, B-10, Sc-45, Mo-92.

Requesting countries: France, FBG, Switzerland, USA;
and EÜBATOM/Geel.

. Requests for fission product capture cross sections

Altogether more than 80 requests in RENDA 72 from 10 countries:
Canada, Denmark, France, FEG, Hungary, Belgium, Japan, Sweden,
UK and USA;

4095 for stähle nuclides; 60$ for radioactive nuclides (out of
these 1556 withr 1 i 105y; 85$ withT^ < 105y);

The high number of requests and the large spread of requesting
countries illustrate e.g. the importance of the problem of
fission product poisoning in reactors and of reliable estimates
of time dependent fission product reactivity equivalent and plea
for international cooperation.

Between 40 and 50$ of these requests are amenable to measurements
in thermal research reactors in developing countries (several of
these requests go higher in energy than amenable to thermal reactors).
The requests are listed in the table below.

80$ of these requests concern stable nuclides, 10$ radioactive
nuclides withTi 5^ lO^y;

_ • )

energy range: 10 3 eV - 1 KeV and higher;

accuracy« 5-^5$; av. 10$ (23$ - 5$ ace.s 60$ - 10$ ace.;
14% - 20$ ace.; 3$ - 25$ ace.);

priority: 30$ prior. 1; 70$ prior. 2

requesting countries: Belgium, Denmark, Canada, Japan,
Sweden, UK and USA.
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Target
nucleus

Tc-99
m

n

Ru-100
it

Ru-101

Ru-102

Rh-103
H

Pd-105

Pd-107
II

Ag-109
Sn-126

Sb-121

Xe-131
tt

tt

Cs-133

Cs-135
La-139

Pr-141

Nd-143
ti

Nd-145
Nd-146

Sm-147
•1

Sm-149
11

Sm-150
n

••

«

Sm-152
11

Tè(y)

2.1.1O5

n

n

stable
n

n

ti

•1

tt

n

7 . 1O6

•1

stable

10^

stable
n

n

n

11

2 . 106

stable
n

n

n

n

n

stable
n

H

II

stable
••

tt

n

11

11

Energy

10~ 3- 10 eV

10 eV - 50 keV

-10 eV

10~3 - 10 eV

10 eV - 50 keV

>1 eV

>1 eV

10~3 eV - 1 KeV

10~3 eV - 1 eV

>1 eV

10~3 eV - 10 KeV

>1 eV

10"3 - 1 eV

thermal

0 - 1 KeV

thermal

HI« ( 0.55 eV)

>10 eV

0 - 1 KeV

y >1 eV

1 eV - 10 KeV

1 eV - 15O KeV

10"3 eV - 1 KeV

1 eV - 50 KeV

10"3 eV - 1 KeV

thermal - 10 KeV

10"3 eV - 1 KeV

HI~ ( 1 eV)

10 " 3 eV - 1 KeV

> 1 eV

10"3 - 10 eV

10"3 eV - 1 KeV

RI~ ( ^ 1 eV)

10 eV - 50 KeV

10"3 - 10 eV

10"3 eV - 1 KeV

Accuracy

5
20

10

10

25
10

10

5
10

10

10

10

10

120b

2 0

10

10

10

20

10

10

10

10

20

10

5
10

10

5
10

5
5

< 5
20

5
10

Priority

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

Requesting
country

Japan

Japan

Sweden

Japan

Japan

Sweden

Sweden

Denmark

USA

Sweden

USA

Sweden

USA

Canada

Belgium

UK

UK

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden

USA

Japan

USA

USA

USA

USA

Dennark

Sweden

Japan

USA

USA

Japan

Japan

USA



~). Shielding requests (mostly for reactor shielding)

a, inelastic scattering - secondary neutrons

Hequested quantities: o^, (E); o^, (E,E'); 0n,(E,E'O);

10 requests; threshold - 16 MeT; 1 prior. 1, 2 prior. 2,

7 prior. 3;

C-12, Ha-53, Al-27, Ca, Cr, Pe, Kb-93, Ba and ¥;
ace. 5-2O#f av. 1O#;
Euratost, Belgium, Prance, South Africa, UK.

"b. inelastic scattering - secondary y-rays

Requested quantity! o* , (E,E ,0 ) ;
7 requests from EUBATOM and Belgium;
threshold -I5 MeV; a l l priority 3 and ace. 15?6;
Be-9, Ti, V, Pe, Ni, Nb-93 and Mo.

c. neutron emission cross sections

Def. oM » an, + 2 o 2 n + 3 o-3n + o n p +

Bequested quantities: °ii(E)î °"n (E,E')ï <*M (
E,E',®)»

15 requestsj 0.5 - 16 MeV; 2 prior. 1, 12 prior. 2, 1 prior. 3;

0, Al-27, Si, Cr, Pe, »i, ¥ and Pb;

ace. 5—1596, av.

France, Sweden, USA (5 US requests for V, probably to be
fulf i l led by the USA)

d. y-ray production cross sections (howeverf big USA programme!)

Bequested quantities: OQ (E); aQ (E,E ) ; ffo(E,E O);
20 requests; 0.001 eV - l6 MeV; 3 prior. 1, 17 prior. 2;
0, Al-27, Si, Ca, Cr, Pe, Hi, W, Pb, Th-232 and U-238;
ace. 10-20?6, av. I53É;
France, South Africa, USA.
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III. There is a need for double/multiple check of neutron nuclear
data measurements by independent other experiments or techniques
and/or evaluations to enhance the confidence level of the data

The experience shows discrepancies in almost all neutron nuclear
data measurements for the same nuclide and quantity« The more important
the required quantity, the more urgent the need of double or multiple
check of individual measurements. In many cases a careful evaluation
might suffice to either fulfill a request or (more rarely) to confirm
measured data. Also in this case international cooperation is surely
called for.

IV. Nuclear data measurements consume appreciable financial and
nanpower resources. Therefore BEKDA requests should be fulfilled
in the most economic vay» This can be achieved by appropriate
international coordination of measurement programmes, e.g. by

grouping together requests of the same data type and energy range
(inelastic scattering, fast fission, etc.) and allocating measurements
of this data to appropriate facilities.

EANDC was very successful in such international coordination. It
promoted and stimulated comprehensive programmes on elastic and in-
elastic neutron scattering at Argonne, fast neutron capture at Karls-
ruhe, resonance fission at Saclay and BCMN Geel and others; it pro-
moted the installation of new facilities such as the tandem accelerator
at Argonne and even the creation of new laboratories such as the BCMN
Geel.

The INDC plays here a similar role particularly also with regard
to East-West cooperation and to cooperation between developing and
developed countries.

V. There are finally arguments of a social and moral nature which
quite generally speak for international cooperation, also in the

very special field of nuclear data measurements, such as summarized
below:

(i) The nuclear data efforts contribute to solving the problem
of future energy supply for mankind;

(ii) they contribute to mutual understanding and peace through
correspondence and cooperation of laboratories and scientists
in different countries, particularly between developing and
developed countries;

(iii) they contribute to progress in scientific knowledge of benefit
to mankind.
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Appendix I contains further statistics on BENM 72 concerning the
international character of this list. In addition to this statistics
a need is indicated for the following more thorough statistical
analyses of BEND*, lists and their 'background to he performed in the
futures

a. Establishment of the relationship between the number of (priority
and accuracy weighted) requests of a country, the national effort
and funding for fulfilment of these requests, the total national
expenditures for nuclear physics and the national social product;
the same relationship would be of interest for requests originating
from outside the country;

b. Requesting and measuring institutions in the present analysis
should be broken down according to laboratory - university -
industry - international organization;

c. Comparison of effort and funding spent by individual laboratories
on work on RBNDA requests;

d. Breakdown of the cooperation "between USA - Western Europe - USSB -
Small(er) countries in fulfilment of requests (USA requests being
measured in Western Europe and vice versa, etc.);

e. Breakdown of requests according to gross purposes such as fast
reactors, shielding, activation, transactinides, etc. (with
average priorities, etc.); ratio of requests "no work/ work going
on" for these fields; overall estimates and breakdown by country.
This would allow to establish field importance profiles (national
and international) of RSNDA requests.

B2 « Production

For the measurements of neutron data the following facilities
and neutron sources are most common in the following energy ranges:

thermalt choppers, crystal spectrometers and other mono-
chromators in conjunction with thermal research
reactors ;

resonancet electron linear accelerators, underground nuclear
explosions, Van de Graaffs, pulsed fast reactors;

fasti Van de Graaffs, cyclotrons, underground nuclear
explosions;

monochromatic neutron sourcest

e.g. Sb-Be (\,n) /v 30 KeV

T(d,n)He3 */ 14 MeV
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The volume of data production from "these devices is rather small
for the thermal range (except for thermal scattering law data) and
largest for the resonance range with up to several 1000 (E,o) pairs
per individual measurement.

National and international cooperation in the pro-
duction of requested neutron data is promoted hy INDC, EANDC and other
regional committees and by national nuclear data committees by means of:

- publication and wide distribution of national annual reports
on progress in neutron nuclear data work partly performed
upon recommendation of IHDC and EANDC;

- discussion of RENDA requests and promotion of measurements,
development of techniques, facilities and laboratories;

- discussion of status of important applied and standard
reference neutron data and recommendations for further
measurements, evaluations, specialist discussions, etc.

IAEA/NDS is supporting nuclear data measurements in developing
countries by financial and other means of assistance in the purchase
of accelerator targets and samples.

B^. Compilation and Evaluation

In contrast to other physics domains where the terms "compilation"
and "evaluation" have about the same meaning, they have acquired quite
different meanings in the fields of neutron physics and data. For the
sake of conceptual clarity and in order to elucidate the various steps
in the process between data production and data use it has first to
be explained what is meant by "compilation" and "evaluation" £~2_J9

B3.1. Definition of terms

In the field of neutron data, "compilation" means the gathering
of literature references on experiments and of the data contained in
these references for neutron reactions with given nuclides in given
energy ranges. It involves furthermore the organization and storage
of the compiled material in a medium appropriate for retrieval and
satisfaction of user requests, i.e. in computer data files. Compilation
finally involves extensive extraction and documentation of information
(frequently unavailable elsewhere) characteristic for the experimental
method and the publication of compendia of experimental data. Compilation
is always understood to include the available material as completely as
possible.
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"Evaluation" comprises the following individual steps*

- critical comparison, selection and averaging of the
compiled experimental data,

- inter- and extrapolation of experimental data and use
of nuclear theory and systematics in the case of gaps
and inconsistencies in the experimental information,

- build-up of a computer library of complete self-consistent
and easily interpoladle data sets fron which, for example,
multigroup constants and related quantities can "be calculated
for direct input to reactor design calculations.

Whereas compilation generally could be conceived as the first
step in the process of evaluation, it required, in the case of neutron
data, an international coordination of its own because of the in-
creasingly large amount of data measured. Neither were the experim-
enters in a position to supply the data to each individual requestor
nor were the evaluators able to collect the data information individ-
ually from every experimenter. As was mentioned above this situation
was one of the main reasons for the establishment of the four neutron
data centres network. Nowadays neutron data compilation is predomin-
antly done by these centres, whereas evaluation is predominantly taking
place in national nuclear research laboratories in connection with
nuclear energy projects.

B.^,.2. CINBA

For the international coordination of compilation the establish-
ment of a comprehensive and regularly updated international list of
bibliographic references to experimental neutron data appears to be
the first requirement. Out of various private indexing activities
particularly of neutron data evaluators only the computer-based
reference index CINBA ( = Computer Index of lïeutron BAta) which has
been developed by Professor H. Goldstein and his collaborators in
the USA gained world-wide recognition and has become the primary
reference source in the neutron data field. Today there is a co-
operation on CINBA between the Bivision of Technical Information
Extension (BTIE) of the United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC)
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the USA, the neutron data centres
CJB, NBCC and NBS and a world-wide net of voluntary readers. By these
centres and individuals the international neutron physics literature,
consisting of regular publications, laboratory reports, preprints and
other information sources, is systematically scanned and abstracted
in the form of entries to a CINBA computer file. The content and
format of these entries is exactly tailored to the needs of the users
of CINBA, i.e. evaluators, reactor designers, nuclear physioists and
others. They want to be informed by CINBA in a most compressed and
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up-to-date form upon nuclide and measured quantity, experimental
energy range, reference, aistory of an experiment, main author and
sane prominent feature of the data given in a very short consent.
In addition the ClNDA file contains also references to data evaluations
and to theoretical articles and reports of interest in the neutron data
field.

The CINDA computer file and programme system were developed and
are operated by NDCC and DTIE. The content of the file is published
annually with half-yearly supplements and distributed to more than
15OO users throughout the world. The first four international CINDA
issues were published by the USAEC/DTIE and by ENEA/NDCC in alter-
nation. The fifth issue, CINDA 71, was the first to be published by
I ABA on behalf of CJD, NDCC, NDS and DTIE £~5_J. Each of these four
centres is responsible for compiling the CINDA entries from published
literature and other information sources available from its service
area, with DTIE covering the same geographical area as NNCSC. CINDA 71
contains about 70,000 entries extracted from more than 240 scientific
journals, l80 report series, 110 books and conference proceedings and
from private communications.

Figure 4 contains a sample page taken from CINDA 71. In cooperation
between DTIE, NDCC and NDS, CINDA is now being developed towards an index
to the experimental neutron data files of the four neutron data centres
to be discussed in the next section. Until this index is established,
each centre is maintaining its own data index. For NDS this is CINDU,
which is an index to all experimental and evaluated neutron data held
in the NDS data libraries. It is recurrently published by NDS, the
most recent edition, CINDU-10, being issued in May 1972 [_ 6_J.
Figure 5 contains a sample page taken from CINDU-10.

B"}.'». EXFOR

While the four neutron data centres had developed, maintained
and exchanged their own experimental neutron data files for quite some
time, it was only rather recently that they met on a regular barrs and
implemented a common exchange format for experimental neutron data, which
is known under the name EXFOH. Instrumental for the development of EXFOR
was the Panel on Neutron Data Compilation which, upon recommendation of
INDC, the IAEA convened at Brookhaven National Laboratory in February
1969 and in which experts from 12 IAEA Member States and from ENEA
participated ^~7,8_/. Following an agreement which was concluded bet-
ween CJD, NDCC, NDS and NNCSC in July 1970 the four centres do not only
compile and exchange neutron data and associated bibliographic inform-
ation, but also the most important experimental characteristics. The
centres use the same terminology, keywords codes and other conventions,
so that the information mentioned above is coded and transmitted in an
unequivocally recognizable way. The system is open-ended so that new
quantities, definitions, etc., can be added when need arises,and is
continuously reviewed between and at the annual meetings of the four
centres convened and coordinated by IAEA/NDS. It was of unique
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importance for the successful implementation of EXFOE that CJD uses
English language, codes and conventions and uses IBM tapes and Western tape
units for data transmission.

Figure 6 contains an example for an EXFOE entry together with
some explanations. A description of the SXFOE system may be found
in reference ̂ ~ 9 /

B">.4. Evaluated data

As a further step the neutron data centres also compile and
exchange evaluated neutron data which mostly originate from evaluation
work and evaluated neutron data libraries in national nuclear research
laboratories. The main data libraries more widely in use at present are
the Evaluated Neutron Data File (ENBF/B) of the United States Z~10_7,
the UK Neutron Data Library (UODL) £~H_Y and the German evaluated
data library KEDAK £~12_J, In the USSE a comprehensive system of neutron
data averaged over 26 neutron energy groups has been established /~13_7
and a computer library of evaluated energy dependent neutron data for
nuclear technology use is under development. Comprehensive fission
product neutron data libraries have been established by Italian and
Australian évaluâtors, and a number of smaller, rather specialized
data libraries have been produced in various countries.

Whereas nowadays experimental neutron data are freely exchanged
throughout the world, the exchange of evaluated neutron data is still
rather restricted, although an increasing need to obtain and use those
data can be seen in many countries, particularly in developing countries.
In response to this need, and, again upon a recommendation of INDC, the
IAEA convened a Panel on Neutron Nuclear Data Evaluation in Vienna, in
September 1971 Z~*4_Z» i*1 which evaluation experts from 11 IAEA Member
States and from ENEA participated. This panel reviewed the methods,
the quality and the present status of neutron nuclear data evaluation
and examined the basic requirements and problems associated with
establishing, maintaining, using and exchanging computer-based libraries
of evaluated neutron data. It also reviewed still unsatisfied important
needs for evaluated data in IAEA Member States, particularly in developing
countries and compared in detail the main computer formats for evaluated
neutron data whose knowledge is an indispensable prerequisite for an
efficient international exchange of evaluated data.

In spite of the restrictions mentioned above quite some exchange
of evaluated neutron data is taking place already in which also NDS
takes part, on a bilateral or regional basis. There is a free exchange
between countries in the OECD area of ENDF/B data and a free inter-
national exchange of the German and of parts of the UK evaluated neutron
data files. Hecently the U.S.A. released ENDF/B data for standard
reference nuclides for free distribution and exchange.
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SDS participates in the overall evaluation effort by reviewing
selected neutron data of relevance and particular importance to the
development of peaceful usesof nuclear energy, at present nuclear data
of predominant importance for the development of fast reactors are re-
viewed such as

- the a Pu-239 values in the keV range /~15_7»

- the fast fission cross section of Pu-239 /~16_7,

- v standards like Cf-252 and v data for the heavy isotopes

- the U-238 fast capture cross sections ^

the fast fission cross sections for the threshold isotopes
Th-232, ÏTp-237 and U-238 /~19_7',

the prompt fission neutron energy spectra of the main
fissile nuclides and of the Cf-252 standard / ~ 7

- neutron cross sections for reactor dosimetry /~21_7«

These reviews aim at giving a comprehensive survey of the available
experimental data (available through the Pour-Centre cooperation
mentioned before), they assess as far as possible the systematic errors
of the individual experiments, they gire weighted average curves through
the experimental data, they assess the pointwise confidence level of
these curves, and finally they indicate gaps and inconsistencies and
needs for further measurements. These reviews are done in close co-
operation with the experimental physicists who are the originators of
the data considered and other relevant experts. This cooperation
proceeds via extensive correspondence and via specialists meetings
called for discussion of specific data subjects. Those meetings were
for example held twice on the subject of a (Pu-239) at Winfrith in the
United Kingdom in 1969 and at Studsvik in Sweden in 1970 Z~22,23_/.
Other similar expert meetings were held on v data including the Cf-252 v
standard at Studsvik in 1970 /~22,24_7» an(* o n "t*ie status of prompt
fission neutron spectrum measurements in Vienna in 1971 ¿~25_/. These
meetings have proven to be a very powerful tool to understand the sources
of discrepancies between different experiments and to foster measures for
their explanation either by evaluation or by experiment.

B4. Consumption

In the following we quote the neutron data users serviced by the
neutron data centres:

a. Main users of neutron datât reactor physicists and designers;
they need evaluated data in the form of a computer library with
rapid access in high density of (E,E',Q) points so as to be usable
in every conceivable applications such as reactor core and blanket
design, reactor kinetics and dynamics, reactor burn-up, reprocessing,
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shielding, radiation damage, neutron flux dosimetry, inter-
pretation of critical and subcritical facility measurements
etc., vainly by multigroup and Monte Carlo methods.

b. Secondary users of neutron datai nuclear physicists.
Experimenters need experimental and evaluated data in experim-
ent planning. Theorists need both of these data for check of
theories, fitting of nuclear models (e.g. optical model) and
establishment of nuclear systematics (e.g. level density para-
meter a, 14 MeV reaction cross sections).

c. Further user fields» fusion reactors /~26,27_7 (increasing),
safeguards /28_/, activation analysis, astrophysics £\29_7
(build-up of elements in stars by nucleosynthesis), industrial
material quality and purity testing, etc.

B5. Meetings

The international neutron nuclear data effort as described in
the preceding sections Bl. through B4. is in all its phases strongly
aided by national and international gatherings of various kinds. In
the following we give a list of past and planned relevant meetings.

Conferences and Symposia

IAEA Conferences on Nuclear Data for Beactors, 1966 in Paris / 3 _ 7
I97O in Helsirii /~31_7, third Conference planned for about 1975
with a scope broadened to non-reactor applications and non-
neutron nuclear data

Planned« IAEA Symposium on Applications of Nuclear Data in Science
and Technology, Paris, March 1973

National Conferences:

USAs on Cross Sections and Technology, 1966 and 1966 in
Washington/~32,33_7, 1971 in Knoxville ¿ 34_7?

USSR» on Neutron Physics, in Kiev in 1971 ¿~35_7 SMÍ M ay

UKt on Chemical Nuclear Data, Canterbury, 1971

BANDC sponsored topical conferences, the last one being held
at Argonne National Laboratory in 1970 on Neutron Standards
and Flux Normalization / ~ /

Neutron nuclear data are discussed also at

(i) national nuclear and physical society meetings,

(ii) national and international conferences on reactor
physics and other application topics.
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"b. IAEA Panels

on Suelear Standards for Seutron MeasurejcenJ ¿, Brussels, 19&7

on Heutron Data Compilation, Brookhaven, 196>

on Heutron Data Evaluation, Vienna, 1971

(Second) on Keutron Standard Beference Data, Vienna, 1972

Planned« IAEA Panel on Fission Product Suelear Data in

IAEA Study group meeting on nuclear data requirements
for shielding in the middle of 1974.

c. IASA Specialist »eetings

on a (Pu-239) at Winfrith/UK in 1969;

on a (Pu-239) at Studsvik/Sweden in 1970 Z~22,2}_7;

on v data including the Cf-252 v standard at Studsvik

in 1970 C22*2/U*
on status of prompt fission neutron spectrum measurements

in Vienna in 1971 Z~25_7>
on second update of 2200 m/sec fission constants evaluation

in Vienna in 1972.

d. Annual meetings of INDC, EANKC and meetings in regular intervals
of regional and national nuclear data committees. For the
minutes of the last meetings respectively of INDC and EANDC
s e e r e f e r e n c e s Z ~ 7

e. Annual Meetings of the Four Neutron Data Centres.

C. Neutron nuclear data requirements and confidence levels achieved

This chapter will deal specifically with accuracy requirements in
neutron nuclear data and their basis mainly for fast reactors and a dis-
cussion of the status of fulfilment of these requirements including the
more important neutron standard reference data. We start with a general
review of pertinent references.
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Cl» Beview of references

a. Fast reactors

Most of the available literature refers to Sa, only a snail part to
steam or He cooled reactors; the strongest concern is on nuclear
data requirements for large fast oxide fuelled power breeder reactors.

The following references contain discussions of neutron nuclear data

implications ou

- stationary parameters (K -_, breeding ratio, critical mass, etc.)

Z~41,43,45,54,63,64,67,75,78,8O_7;
- kinetics and dynamics parameters (Doppler and Na void

coefficients, etc.)
Z~41-43,45,51,63,64,67, 78,8O_7;

- burnup /~54,55_7;
- fuel processing including fuel handling, spent fuel transport,

chemical reprocessing, etc. /~41,51,55_/

- reactor operation /~53,63_7»

- fission product effects Z~54,55,74_7.

Specific discussion points in these and other references are:

- accuracy requirements versus achievements for stationary,
unstationary and long-term reactor parameters including
economic implications Z~41-43,45,51,54,58,60,61,63,64,75,

76,78,84-«6_7";

curacy requiremenxs ior neutre
£41,45-47,51,54,58,63,72,74-
¿42,75,78_y including also i

- accuracy requirements for neutron data and related constants
l-76,78__7 and their derivation

_ future accuracy goals for
neutron data;

- confidence level achieved of microscopic evaluated neutron data,
progress in meeting requirements in evaluated data libraries
and problem of systematic errors Z~15-17,40-43,45-47,51,54,
69,70,80.7}

- assessment of confidence level of neutron data Vy integral
experiments ¿42-45,47,55,56,60-63, 65,79,8O_/ including also

procedures of adjustment (physical and mathematical)
of evaluated microscopio neutron data,

role of integral experiments in evaluation,

errors in calculational methods versus errors in microscopic
evaluated data versus errors in measured integral para-
meters and accuracies credibly achieved in integral
measurements;
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- accuracy requirements for neutron standard reference data
¿"41,46,67,75 J ;

- confidence level achieved of neutron standard reference data,
progress in meeting the requirements in evaluated data
libraries /~19,46,67-73,8O,83_7

b. Thermal reactors

The following references contain discussions on neutron data
effects on

stationary and unstationary parameters Z~42,49,5O,53,57_7;

burnup /~5 3,54,57.7;

reprocessing /~74_7 an<*

fission product effects Z~49,54,74_7.

Specific discussion points in these and other references are»

- accuracy requirements for reactor parameters /~42,49,50,53,54,57,

- accuracy requirements for neutron data including effect of neutron
data uncertainties on reactor parameters, etc. Z~42,49,54,57,72_7;

- assessment of neutron data accuracies by integral measurements in
last reactors, etc. ̂ ~42,5"}_7î

- confidence level of neutron data -chieved, progress in meeting
requiroments in evaluated data libraries /~49,54,57,72,73,8l-83_7

c. Other types of reactora

As typical example we may quote reference ^~5?_7 *n W Q i c n the neutron
nuclear data requirements and status for molten salt and gas cooled
thermal reactors are discussed,

d. Shielding

Effects of neutron data uncertainties on reliability of shielding
predictions are specifically being investigated and discussed by
H. Goldstein and coworkers /~48,59,66_7»

In the following ve restrict our discussions to neutron data for fast
reactors. For the checking of microscopic evaluated data by integral
type measurements in critical assemblies we refer to the later talk by
Professor Parinelli in this Seminar.
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C2. Accuracy requirements versus achievements for fast reactor
design parameters

For various fast reactor design parameters we compare accuracies
required for their prediction with accuracies achieved, e.g. iü ra*>+.
critical assembly calculations, as a function of time. Ir. extrapolation
it is expected that design parameters of actual fast power reactors will
be predicted to about the same confidence level as that achieved for a
variety of fast critical assemblies.

"eff

Country
Reference

Œ/587

UK Cl^J
PHG £~&0_J

UK £6iJ
PHG /~6O_7

PRO £~4$J

UK £~42_J

France^" 45 _/

USA /~63_7

USA ¿~64_7

USSR /~75_7
USA Z~7O_7

Tear

1966

1968

1968

1969

1969
1970

1970

1970

1971

1971

1971
1972

Reactor
considored

typical fast power
reactor
typical fast power reactor

Accuracy
required

1

1

U criticáis with hard spectra
U subcriticals
Pu criticáis
PFH

U and Pu criticáis
li" criticáis
Pu criticáis
PFR, adjusted data

11 unadjusted "
PHENIX
MASURCA, U-core

w
 f Pu-core

1000 MWe LMPBR

H H n

'• U-238ACT
( p e s s i m i s x i c assumptioz

" ,^-239A«Tfn,<3OKe7

" ,Pu-239A°V» ^3° K e T

l&rge Pu breeder
benchmark assemblies
calculations with EHDF/B-II:

1

1

1

)

1

:

achieved

2
-(0.8 - 2.4)
-(1.0 - 3.5)

0.87
£ 2.0

• ( 1 - 2 )
- ( 1 - 2 )

0.5
2.6 - 5.0

6
+ 0.5
- 0.5

4

3

1

several

* + 0.9
- 1 . 3
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Observationss

(i) The accuracy requirement for Keff is the same for all requesting countries
and constant as a function of time« viz. = 1$.

(ii) It is difficult to see overall progress in achieved accuracy some numbers
seem to be ovsr-pessimistic estimates due to over-pessimistic judgement of
neutron data accuracy:

the &£ uncertainty for PHENIX K f f prediction results from
exaggerated pessimistic assumptions for Pu-239 neutron data
uncertainties: v: 2565 a_: lOJo; ax 30?fc;

similar, but weaker arguments hold for ̂ 5"3>64

(iii)Progress can "be seen for the UK and FEG as a result of repeated intensive
studies of critical facilities and mathematical (UK) and physical (PRG)
adjustment of microscopic evaluated data. The numbers for PPE are con-
fidence levels expected in the prediction of PPR K f f and extrapolated
from the prediction of criticáis' K f_; they lookegood, there is, how-
ever, some doubt as to the validity of extrapolation from critical
facilities to actual reactors with different properties, e.g. in neutron
spectra. The numbers for MASUBCA are also due to adjusted data and have
also to be considered with some caution.

Broad conclusions

1% seems not to be achieved with throughout confidence in the prediction
of Kej>£ of fast reactors.
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b. Breeding (BR) and internal conversion ratios (ICH)

Definition» BR = Amount of Pu P"* ttCe reactor per unit tine
destroyed

- 1 - L (L =» Leakage)

The same definition holds for ICE. Difference: BE holds for the
total reactor (core + blanket)j ICE only for the core

Country
Reference

USA ¿41 7

UKZ"78J7"

USA /41 7

France/457

USA C^J

USA C^J

USSR ¿75 7

Year

1966

1966

1968

1970

1970

1971

1971

1971

Reactor
considered

typical fast
power reactor

3OO and 1000 MWe

LMFBR

typical fast
reactor

3OO and 1000 MWe
LMFBR

PHENIX

300 and lOOOMWe
LMPBB

1000 MWe LMFBR
11 U-238ÄO
(pess.aas.) '

< 30 KeV f

large Pu breeder

A c c u r i
BR (+)

required

£0.05

O.O3

O.O5

0.02

Y

0.02

achieved

0.13

0.10

0.10

0.05

1 c i e a
ICR (+)

required

O.O3

achieved

O.I3

On the average the requirements for BR and ICH have been sharpened with
tine, presently beingÄ 0.02, with the exception of /"41.7 ( • O.O5).

What seems to be realistically achieved is 3 0.10. £^Mji shows some
improvement in prediction, which is certainly due to improved data
accuracies for U-238 and Pu-239.
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c. Doubling tine T.

T. i s closely related to the hreeding gain G = BE - 1

The accuracy achieved i s of the_order 3O-6O56 / 41,51_7» the typical
accuracy requested i s 10j6 J ^ '

i« Fisaile Pa inventory

Here we have only estimates from Greebler et al ./USA
accuracy figures aret

his

1966x

I97O»

1971*

achieved»

required» 356

e. Doppler coefficient DC

Country
Reference

UK ¿58 J
USA ¿41 J
PEG ¿86 J

USA ¿41J

USA ¿53J
USA ¿64 J

Year

1966
n

1969

1970

1971

1971

1971

Beactor
considered

typical fast pover reactor

300 and 1000 MWe LMFBR

DC-measurements in PuOu-
sample in SNEAK assembly

400-1000 K temperature range

300 and 1000 W e LMFBR

N

1000 MVe LMFBR

1000 MWe LMFBR
11 -U-238A0 (pessimistic

Y assumption)
11 ,Pn-239Ao"_ 4^ 30 KeV

Accurac
required

20

10

20

5

f (̂ )
achieved

30

+(20-30)

20

40

20

12 (U-238M

Increasing accuracies achieved in the calculations are followed by
increasing accuracy requirements 5 the present most stringent onet 5$, i s not
met fcy the presently available resonance data /64_7«
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f. Total loss of Ha coolant

According to Greebler et al./USA £_^-J accuracy achievements were in
1966: 2.3^, in 1970s 2.0 fi; as short-term accuracy goal they state
1.5 ¿, «here 1 /$ ** 1.4$ in K for the 1000 MWe LNFBR considered.

g. Reactivity worth of control rods

Requirements are é ÍOJÍ ̂ ~Í>&»63_7, achievement is estimated to 30j£

h. Burnup

Accuracy requirements for burnup predictions are given e.g. by Fudge
and Foster/UK ß^J for a typical fast reactort

Use of burnup data

Fuel element design

reactor design and operation

physics measurements

reprocessing

accuracy required (± %)

2.5

2.5 - 5.0

2.5
10.

Burnup measurements have been done e.g. in the Bounreay Fast Reactor (DFR)
/^55_/. Average agreement between measurement and calculation vas found to
within 4$, slightly worse than the most stringent requirement above. This
rather good agreement seems to be due to the facx that burnup measurements
were based on fission yield data which were measured in DFR and in regions
where the fuel was irradiated. It is not clear whether these results can be ex-
tended to other fast reactors because of shortage of experimental data on the
neutron energy dependence of the fission yields concerned.

i. Fuel cost

The only estimate of the economic disadvantage of neutron data uncertainties is
available from Qreebler et al./USà ¿"41,51.7". In 1968 they state a total
fuel cost of

0.5 mills/KVh for low ) neutron leakage
0.7 « « • high ) 1000 MWe LMFBE

and uncertainties in the fuel cost of

l | B i l l sAWh - I 3<f# ) l o w

: t u ] " ' I S i ) h i g h leakage reaotor

for ÜS ¿ 10/g fissile Pu.
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Required are

0.03 aills / KHh.

To illustrate these figures»

In 1970 ̂ ~41_7^ the uncertainties in the Pu inventory and in BE result
in a fuel cost uncertainty of 0.13 m±lla/'Kir(»)h. This uncertainty is
equivalent to an uncertainty of US /> 900 000/year in operating cost for
a single 1000 lWe breeder.

Summary

Figure 8 summarizes broadly estimates of the presently achieved
accuracies and the short-term (̂, 5 years) requirements for accuracies
of the fast reactor design parameters discussed above.

C3« Accuracy requirements versus confidence levels achieved for
fast neutron nuclear data

The accuracy requirements for fast neutron nuclear data are closely
linked to the accuracy requirements for fast reactor design para-
meters. The progress in the prediction of these parameters is con-
nested with the progress in the knowledge of these data. Both
these aspects are considered below.

Figure 9 gives a historicalreview of fast neutron data accuracy
requirements versus achieved confidence levels for the most
important neutron data.

1. Explanation of "most important neutron nuclear data" requirements
and of their historical development (see figure 9)

a. It was rather rapidly recognized what are the important data; certain
data were only in I96I not requested, from I962 on almost all data
were requested which also today are deemed important. An exception is
fission product capture; fission product influence was only considered
from the later sixties on in more mature and realistic fast reactor
design studies.

b. Many requirements did almost not change over the years; they were
obviously not met by the existing data and therefore maintained by
the requestor. This happened in spite of the increasing number of
more and more sophisticated studies of the influence of neutron data
accuracy requirements. In some data, however, a drastic sharpening of



accuracy requirements can be observed, viz. in

of (Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-24l)

v (TJ-238)

and slight sharpening in

and v(Pu-240, Pu-24l).

Reason? Pu-239 o"_ vas recognised already in 1962 as the main
fission quantity; Pu-240, 241 a only inJ1964, where
more realistic fast reactor design studies took not only
Pu-239, but the actually available (e.g. from thermal
reactors) mixed-Pu-isotopes fuel into account. Also
with the detection of subthreshold fission of Pu-240,
a of this isotope became more important. Note,
however, the relaxing tendency towards 1975, because
of the minor contribution (Pu-240: 0.004 mills/KWh,
PU-241Ï 0.00"* mills/KWh for 10j6 uncertainty in ff_)
to the total requested fuel cost uncertainty for 1975
of 0.03 mills/KWh. Similar arguments hold for v(Pu-240)
and v(Pu-24l).

v and a ,(ü-238): during the sixties an increasing
trend could be observed towards design studies of large
(mostly 1000 Mwe) fast power reactors with high U-238
proportion in the fuel (** 80-90$) ; whereas o*_ was for
a long time considered rather well known, only sparse
data were available on v. Theoretical (with increasing
refinement in multigroup structure in computer programmes
such as BLMOB/MC 2, MIGHOS/200 group-Pi-programme or
GALAXY/GENE*) and experimental (critical facility measure
ments with time-of-flightyproton recoil, sandwich spectro
meter, Li glass detector) studies of the neutron energy
spectrum singled out the importance of the inelastic
neutron scattering on U-238 for the neutron spectrum of
fast reactors.

c. Some tendency towards sharpening of the accuracy requirements can
be observed for the years 5 1964. This is mainly due to the very
high accuracy (but priority 3) requests 'being put forward "by UK
at this time ¿ 5o_/. They were later (l970) withdrawn because of
the technical impossibility to meet the requested accuracies( C^ ( ) $py
(examples C^J1 °"v(

u-238), 40 KeV - 1 MeV, accuracy:
( ) -1! MeV, a É ( )o f (Pu-239), 40 KeV -

1! MeV, accuracy! O.59É; a(Pu-240), 1 - 40 KeV,
accuracy! 2%). Accuracy requirements were also relaxed because of
the complementary role of integral data and adjustment of the
microscopic evaluated data to integral measurements.

d. RENDA 72 £~A_J is different from all former request lists ¿~3,87-92_7
since it contains also requests from the USSR and from developing
countries. The accuracies requested by these additional countries



1970

10

13

20

1961 - 1972

„
21

24

are rather similar to those in Western requests, therefore there
is no drastic change conpared to previous requirements. Only the
a(Pu-239) accuracy requirements were relaxed. Reasons for this
are the many measurements after the "1967 0- event" (the high a.
measurements by Schomberg et al. Z~98_/)» their tendency to con-
vergence and the impossibility to measure a more accurately than
about IO96 in an individual experiment.

The accuracy requirements for neutron capture data in structural
materials have slowly shaipened with time. BEHM 1970 £~l_J and an
average over all request listj (1961-1972) show the relative import-
ance of Cr, Fe Hi» 1. Fe, 2. Hi, 3. Cr, in accord with their
proportion in SS; HI became more important also through IHCOHEL
and other cladding materials with Hi as main constituent.

Accuracy required (±
Material

Fe

Hi

Cr

f. The goals 1975 in figure 9 are due to one particular author
group /~41_/ interested in industrial design. This can, however,
be taken as rather representative, as this group has continuously
studied fast reactor designs in intimate connection with nuclear
data requirements. They reflect the more mature and balanced
opinions regarding the real neutron data needs, the possible
achievements by microscopic experiments and the complementary
role of integral measurements and data.

2. History of confidence level achievements

a. With few exceptions (at certain times v(U-238) or 0 of structural
materials) was never an accuracy requirement met by the then
available experimental material. Comparison of the three columns
1966-I968-197O in figure 9 shows an initial overestimate of con-
fidence levels achieved, which, with more critical judgement of
the experiments and with increasing physics knowledge (see e.g.
a(Pu-2}9)) had afterwards to be corrected.

b. Definite progress was made in 1972 /"Í5-177 due to many recent
precision measurements and evaluations, v will be about 1% more
accurate, when the v(Cf-252) problem will have been solved (see
below).
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The numbers in the 1968 column of figure 9 reflect the influence
of the first studies of integral facilities and of the "a event".
The figures indicate changes in pertinent evaluated neutron data
available at that time (KBDAK, STOP/B first version etc.) sug-
gested by discrepancies between measured integral data and their
theoretically predicted values Z~51,8O_7 such as K _f spectral
indices, prompt neutron decay constants, reactivity changes due
to assembly voiding and flooding.

Note the (mostly) great difference between the confidence levels
achieved (taking the total volume of available experimental
information together) and the accuracies which are claimed to be
achieved in individual experiments. This reflects an under-
estimate by experimenters of systematic errors in their measure-
ments and represents the main difficulty in the evaluation and
derivation of "best" values of neutron data. This illustrates
also the important role of integral measurements for data
accuracy check.

3. More detailed discussion of RBÜTOA 72 requests for fast reactors

On the example of BENBA 72 the requirements for important neutron
data for fast reactors will be discussed below in more detail regarding

- energy subranges;

- accuracy requirement ranges;

- number of requests, requesting countries and priority.

Figure 10 contains a summary of HENBA 72 requests for important fast
reactor neutron data.

Note: a. the high priority for the neutron fission and capture
properties of Pu-239, U-238 and structural materials
Pe and Ni (vi,2 - 1,3) and the somewhat smaller priorities
for Pu-240, 241 data, the neutron capture of fission
products and Cr (Sl.4);

b. the generally large number of requests/quantity and of
requesting countries;

c. the partly rather large accuracy ranges.

Figure 11 gives a breakdown of figure 10 for o*f and a (Pu-239) and
a (U-238) with regard to energy range and adds present confidence
level figures, where available.
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a. The average accuracies requested tend to sharpen between
10 KeV and 1 MeV, i.e. in the most important part of fast
reactor neutron spectra.

b. Por Pu-239 the accuracy ranges and the (average) priorities
are not very different from one energy subrange to the other.
The reason for this i3 that several requests io not discriminate
between more and less important neutron energy ranges.

Sxamplesï 1. o (Pu-239), 100 eV - 14 MeV, 2#
1 »
for an indiscriminate request;

2. Of(Pu-239), 1 eV - 10 MeV;

< 20 KeTx 3JÉ; 20 KeT - 3 MeVx 2#:
} - 6 MeVs 5?6
for a more sophisticated request.

Ideally the accuracy requirements and the (average) priorities
should follow a pattern about inversely to the neutron importance,

c. A comparison of the columns with average accuracy and present
confidence level shows that the accuracies required are in no
case achieved.

C4» Derivation of neutron data accuracy requirements from required
accuracies in reactor design parameters

In the following the link between accuracy requirements in
neutron data and reactor design parameters will he discussed. To
establish this link there are in principle two possibilitiest

a. "Experimental" possibility» one investigates in calculations
with multigroup diffusion (or transport) theory codes the
influence of neutron data uncertainties on the prediction of
reactor design parameters, fixes accuracy requirements for the
latter (e.g. 15C in K .., 0.02 in breeding ratio) and concludes
"intuitively11 on the requirements for data accuracy.

b. Mathematical derivation: one formulates a mathematical
relationship between both requirements, with (more or less)
due account of the correlation (direct or through neutron flux
etc.) between neutron data changes and uncertainties, and solves
the pertinent equations for given reactor requirements, for the
individual data requirements.
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In the following we describe an interesting mathematical procedure as
suggested by Usachev and Bobkov £~16, see also 75_7» According to
this procedure the uncertainties of the group cross sections &£/£
define the uncertainties of a reactor parameter C through the fol-
lowing linear relationship

Y S -
where

a » cross section type,
i » isotope,
j « energy groupf
S » sensitivity coefficient (for its definition "by

generalised perturbation theory see £99 _J)

Two extreme assumptions were made in the past in dealing with
equ. (l): cross section errors were assumed to he either fully cor-
related or not at all. No correlation at all means that all non-
diagonal elements of

vanish and that

(2)

However, a comparison of results of various authors quoted in
showed that the derived required neutron data accuracies are strongly
dependent on the correlation or non-correlation of the errors assumed.
Greebler et al. Z"l00_7 estimate differences by factors 3 to 5. The
derived data accuracy requirements vary from values unsatisfiable in
the foreseeable future to values already almost satisfied.

It is the new and more realistic feature of Usachev's approach / 76_/
that the structure of cross section errors is taken into account,
whose individual components differ from each other with regard to
correlation.

The cross section errors are assumed to be composed of statistical
and systematic errors and the error in the standard:
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These three error components are uncorrelated, the squared
standard deviation is therefore:

7\A A r4wfr
<«>

j-th group contains n experimental points

each with a statistical error fc. ., then

*» • *M#%*».

d̂  t taken constant for all groups, substances and quantities
where the same standard is used (examples:v(Cf-252)

error in v measurements; neutron fl\>i measurement by the same
method in a number of experiments). This error component is
fully correlated over the energy range where the standard is
used.

d : represents either systematic errors different from
the error of The standard (error in determining-

amount of substance in sample» etc«) or the error of the
standard if this is not separately considered under ¿stand.
This error is correlated in different energy groups, f^ is
a vector which takes into account the calculated corrections
for systematic errors (O^t /f./il), f. = 1 in group j with
the maximum systematic error.

As a result the errors d .. are now only partially correlated.

Introducing equ. (3) into equ. (l) we get

ter «>
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The third term in equ. (3) is subdivided into three independent
terms for^, fission (f) and capture ("V).^is assured to be
measured throughout relative to the =y- (Cf-252) standard,
( Ô A ^ ) s t a n d is the error of this standard. In the fourth term
it is assumed that the same method for the neutron flux
measurement has "been applied in both fission and capture cross
section measurements. In equ. (6) each relative error is un-
correlated with, the others.

m correlation intervals are assumed; the K—th of these
intervals covers groups j betreen n^ and m^ (o^í jím^). Thus
the second and fourth term in equ. (6) can be broken down as
follows:

<«

In the first and third terms of equ.(6) the errors are uncorrelated.
In (7a) and (7b) the errors in different correlation intervals
are uncorrelated. Therefore it is possible to re-write the ri^ht-
hand side of equ. (6) as one single sum over J£ from 1 to », where
N is the total number of independent errors. With coefficients

>̂ ;.» first term

. £ f j S*»*»* second term, K-3,.....,m

^ ¿^ «SY^^I* third term

¿ ¿ C^;{ ^ ŷ«í̂  fourth term k=l, ...., m

we get

^ ¿ (9)

and, since all (^0/0) are uncorrelated
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do)

wii«re the average is taken over different experiments.

On the basis of the above it is possible to estimate the total
cost of uncorrelated microscopic neutron data measurements to
attain a predetermined accuracy of a ¿riven reactor parameter
(experiment planning).

For this it is assumed that the weight of experiment 1 is equal
to the reciprocal of its squared error

The cost of the experimentéis J^ V V ^

where X t i s a proportionality factor representing the cost of obtaining
unit weight in experiment 1. (Different error types in equ. (9)
are counted as different experiments O

Thus the total cost of a system of experiments needed to achieve a
predetermined accuracy is

Total cost -

It is now of interest to attain at a minimum total cost this pre-
determined accuracy in a given reactor parameter C:

The problem of obtaining the minimum of expression (12) under
condition (13) is solved by the method of Lagrangian multipliers
in which the extremum of following expression is looked for:
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Eliminating X o n e S e t s 0s-1) equations

VA £«
(16)

Upon insertion into equ. (13) a°d with equ. (ll) one getss

Is/
x ^

Por a given 6 t equ. (17) determines d^. Then the tt tal cost can "be
determined from equ. (12).

Example: Given the following accuracies to "be attained of the fol-
lowing parameters of a 5000 1 volume fast (Pu,U)Og reactor:

Zeff : 1?E; BH: °*02

Assuming three correlation intervals (O-O.l MeV - 1.4 MeV - ^ 1 0 MeV)
the following data accuracy requirements are derivad*

^Y(U-238) : 2.4 i

which is still outside the present achievements.



C5« Accuracy requirements versus confidence levels achieved for neutron
standard reference data

Figure 12 displays accuracy requirements versus confidence levels
achieved for the more important standard reference data used in
neutron nuclear data measurements. The references chosen are
representative and not comprt.. -=nsive I With the exception of
tiieraal and epithermal values, O"T(H-1^ 0"T (C-12J and \>(Ci-252)

(to be expected shortly) no accuracy requirement is so far met.

a„\E-ljt No more problem; confidence level in 1966 £12_/ slightly
overestimated. Precision experimental and careful evaluation
work /TO7_7, later on only, established the presentácl#
confidence level.

c (He-3): Below 100 KeV satisfactory, above not.

a (Li-6)» Below 10 KeV satisfactory, above not, particularly in
27O KeV resonance discrepancies between Cadarache and
Harwell measurements not yet fully resolved /£~73_7«

a (B-10^ Below IOC KeV satisfactory, above not.

0m(C-l2Jt Definite progress in accuracy since 1966 due to a number
of precision measurements with generally good agreement.
Below 0.3 MeV there are still discrepancies of 2$ between
"precision1* measurements, but cross section probably known
to about 196 also in this energy range £/l^-_j»

a (AU-19?)» accuracy achieved about 10$, required are 3-5$,
—L existing discrepancies still not solved. At EANDC

Standards Symposium at Argonne £~37,68,71_7 tendency to
drop gold standard, at 5th INDC Meeting 1972 /~73 J
again strong vote for gold standard, other KeV capture
standards worse from measurement standpoint.

<Tf (u-235)» Thermal» recent precision value by Deruytter /"Ï08
about Yf> higher than Mbestw value of Hanna et al, ¿
New update of thermal fissile constants by IAEA/NDS in

cooperation with outside consultants underway.

Fast» low Pönitz values seem to be ruled out by more
recent absolute and normalized shape measurements and by
Monte Carlo calculations of highly enriched criticáis.
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y (Cf-2 52ft Most recent measurements of Boldeman ¿_^-&\J with
liquid scintillator technique yield preliminary
result of about 3.73 with an accuracy of about
0.5^ in close agreement with the most recent MnSO,
"bath results from Argonne ^05 J (3.725 +, O.OßA) i
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK ^06
( 7 2 ( 0 5 0 ) ? É )

Co« Relationship between standard data and fast reactor parameter
accuracies

In the following in a very simple way relationships between uncer-
tainties in standard reference data and accuracies required for
certain fast reactor parameters are investigated /~"67_y". ^e con-
sider a fast reactor with Pu-239/ü-238 fuel. We neglect for sim-
plicity structural and coolant materials.

a. geff

K ___ is defined as
efr

K -_ = Average number of neutrons produced in reactor per unit time/

/"Average number of neutrons absorbed in, and leaking from,
reactor per unit time_7

This may be written as

where

C *L (13)

» energy and reactor space averaged macroscopic cross
section for fission (f) and capture (Y);

R =» effective reactor radius;

L =» leakage term;

8,9 =» Indices for U-238 and Pu-239.



Beaeabering that v Measurements are usually Bade relative to the
v (Cf—252) standard and fission and capture cross sections relative
to o*_ 11-235 (with the exception of a (Pu-239))we can rewrite
equ. (18) y

k«j£ =• ̂ Cl ¿£ —T7~^ * / \—« ^19^

where

«8
P8

^T

.9
w

,9

G8

5

y

> 1 •

" ^8

.4:
6

9 '

/ <

« index

' v(Cf-252)

for U-235

/ H ,

L« « L/NQ

Neglecting all other uncertainties equ. (l9) shows first that

(20)

we consider two extreme cases:

a. L1 ? 0; case of very large highly dilute fast power reactor.

Then

(21)

In this case the dependence of K upon dl (U-235) vanishes,

and, besides V"2S2'
 K ff <^ePends o n ly upon the cross section

ratios R,F,G and a.
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b. L' 3 ^ absorption term; extreme case of highly enriched,
very small critical assembly (GQDITA-type)

Then

K,H« W ^ - c / C * ^ ****> (22)

K „„ •becomes directly proportional to 0~. This explains,

why snail critical asseably calculations are so sensitive to

b» Breeding ratio

The breeding ratio is defined as

BE » Amount of Pu-239 P ™ u c e i n reactor per unit time

Defining similar "effective" cross sections as in equ. (l8) and dif-
ferentiating between core and blanket quantities by subscripts C and B
respectively, we get for the sane Pu-239/U-23Ö fuelled fast reactor
with U-238 blanket

(23)

where

» average neutron flux;

V • Volume.

BR does not defend upon tfV 1 BE depends either on the
9 8

absolute c_ and O data only or on the ratiœFg and G» only.

o
BB does, however, depend upon a and^for example^ on the error in

a due to normalisation errors. Neglecting uncertainties of all

other quantities we have

(24)
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We consider only the normalization error in a , Gwin et al.
quote typical errors, due to normalization of their metal foil data
to thermal and resonance a values, in the quantity l/(l+a) = 0.8
(corresponding to a * 0.25)• These correspond to errors of 1% and
&f> in BH respectively.
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Appendix

Statist ics on HEOTA 72 /~4_7

General:

1. Total number of countries requesting and measuring neutron
nuclear data: 26.

2. Number of countries requesting* 23.

3* Suaber of countries measuring requested data: 19*

4. Country overlap (measuring and requesting): l6.

5. Total number of national laboratories (mostly) and industrial
firms (fever) requesting and/or performing neutron nuclear data
measurements: 121.

6. 55 laboratories and industrial firms participate in requests
with 89 requestors mostly associated with national reactor
programmes.

7. 93 laboratories and industrial firms measure requested data.

8. There is an overlap of 27 laboratories and industrial firms
who do both, request and measure nuclear data.

9. Two international organizations (IAEA and EURATOM with Ispra
and Geel) participate with 7 requestors.

10. IASA, Geel, Ispra and Dubna participate in measurements and
evaluation of requested data.

The following table contains the breakdown by country.
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Country
_ ̂  .. . requesting and
Category requesting measuring «««„—TIL

HI™ StSuX̂  lug

Australia

Canada

France

PEG

Italy

Japan

Sweden

UK

USA

USSR

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Belgium

Hungary

India

Netherlands

South Africa

Switzerland

Yugoslavia

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Argentina

Brazil

Bulgaria

Denmark

Eastern Germany

Finland

Pakistan

Poland

Taiwan

x

x

X

X

X

X

In this table countries have been categorized into those having

substantial neutron nuclear data programmes (A)
smaller » " » " (Bl and
very small M M M " (C).
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Comments;

The category C countries are almost all developing countries; those
under category C listed as requesting only have very snail neutron data
measuring programes which are still not related to BEHDA. requests:
this elucidates a future task of BBS and UUJC to promote measurements
of neutron data linked to RENM requests in developing countries; the
table also reveals qualitatively the immediate "benefit of measurements
in developed countries tc developing countries provided the latter have
the necessary infrastructure (computers, group constant generation and
reactor physics programmes, etc.) to make effective use of these data.

The degree to which an internationalization of neutron data efforts
has already been achieved can be expressed by the percentage of those
requests which are being measured by other countries than the requesting
ones. The following tables contain statistical details regarding
measurements of requested data again on the basis of information con-
tained in RHTOA 72 Z~4_7«
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Number of requestors
per request

1

2

> 3

altogether 28 requests

(25 USA, 2 UK,

1 EURATOM)

19 requests with 3 requestg.

8 « " 4 "

Jo. of measuring
(or evaluating}
laboratories
• per request

! 0

1 1
: 2

í 3
4

¡ _

6

7
8

9
10

0

1

2

3
4

5
>6

0

1

! 2

3
labs! 4
n i 5

No. of requests
•easg. «requestg.

countries

211

56

8

8

-

-

—

-

-

-

35
8

4
2

-

-

Í

| 12

! 4
1

! 3
i
11 3

518

1

i

1
1
1
1

!

<

94

3

•easg.^requestg.
countries

258

104

69

34

9
8

8

1

-

4

23

14

12

3
1

-

8

7
3
2

_

It It C
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Condensation of the last table

So.of requestors
per request

( = P)

1

2

no mea-
surement s

518
40£

94
48*

615
40*

Ho. of requests "being measured by
laboratories «•»

requestg.country
i tse l f (XL.)

283
22* (3656)

49
25* (48*)

22
49* (52?t)

354
23* (38*)

other countries

00

495
3896 (6496)

2S (52*)
20

4496 (48J6)

568
37* (6296)

total

1296
100* (10096)

196
100JÉ (IOO36)

45
IOO96 (IOO56)

1537
100?6 (1OO?6)

Country
P Cate-

gory

1 A

B

2 A

B

P 3 A
B

JH A
B

1

27.2

33.1

34.2

22.5

28.5
19.0

28.0

31.4

Ho.

2

7

13

7

13

9

16

7
13

o f

.2

.4

.9

.7

.5

.6

.4

.5

measuring (or evaluating)

3

1 .0

8.9

3.9

11.8

7.2

7.2

1.6

9.1

4

1 .0

4.4

2 . 0

2.9

—

4.8

1.1

4.2

5

_
1.

—

1.

7.

-

0 .

1.

2

0

2

3

1

6

—

1 .0

—

-

-

0.9

laboratories per request

7

1 . 0

—

-

_

-

_

0.9

8

—

0 .1

—

-

_

-

_

0 . 1

9 10

— —

0.5

— _

-

_ _

-

0.4

The numbers in this table are * figures, they add up to 100j6for each (C,A,B)
combination.
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Observations and explanations

Trivial observations»

a. The number of requests on which measurements are being performed is
strongly decreasing' as a function of the number of laboratories
participating in those measurements (figure 2a - d).

b. The number of requests being measured is strongly decreasing as a
function of the number of requestors per request and country
(figure ^ ) .

c. Sote the high percentage of requests (4GQ() with "zero measurers"
with a status comment "Ho measurements available11 (referring to
one of the primary purposes of BEHDA, which is to make measurers
aware of users* data needs) or with no status comments at all;
the latter case may be interpreted in several ways, for example«

- no measurements available (as in the first case)

- laziness of requestor and/or reviewer to insert status comments

- available data insufficient.

At this point two warnings are indicated.

Warning 1

The fact that laboratories measure requested data does not necessarily
mean that the measurements are initiated by the requests !

HEFDA does not allow to discriminate between measurements done
explicitly in fulfilment of BEBDA requests and those done for a different
purpose coinciding only incidentally with a requested measurement.

This is not true for big countries like USA and others whose measure-
ment programme is determined by national request lists which form part
of RKHDA.

As a consequence it will be an important task of INDC, BAHDC and other
regional nuclear data committees to establish a better link between
requestors and measurers*

warning 2

BKffDA has a certain randomness with regard to requesting countries.
Often countries can be supposed not to enter their own requests when
these are already entered by other requesting countries. This means
that one can safely assume that many REHDA requests are backed by more
countries than appear in the list, due to the similarity of their
nuclear reactor programmes. This is not so much true of certain high
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priority requests for !-ey tzat reactor and standard data requested by
many countries.

This randoaness is also partly due to differ**-^ levels of the requestor's
knowledge of the status of the requested da'\ ' *o different emphasis
within different programes: better knowledge or minor/diminishing
emphasis leads to omission or non-entering of requests into BEHDA.

observations?

(with the above tvo warnings in mind which somewhat restrict the
validity of the statements below)

1. The percentage of the requests being measured outside the requesting

country is a measure of international cooperation in the production

of neutron nuclear data (figure 4)*

2/3 of all requests are being measured by laboratories outside
the requesting country.

If one considers this number as a function of the number of
requestors per request (where ̂  2 different requestors fro« the
same laboratory have been counted as one requestor), it changes
from

64*

52*

48*

for 1

" 2

" 3

requestor/request

" s/ "

" s/ » .

to

and to

»

One would expect this tendency to be stronger: the more requestors
per request, the more urgent the need and the greater the incentive
for that country to measure the requested data itself.

2. The percentage of requests being measured by the requesting country

itself illustrates

a. the degree of financial and technical capabilities of that

country to work in fulfilment of its own requests

b. the degree of feedback between requestors (users) and producers

in that country.

38^ - 1/3 of all requests are being measured by laboratories
inside the requesting country.

This number may be misleading as the ratio E of the number of
laboratories outside to inside the country m» appearing in BSVDA 72
is strongly increasing when one goes from the bigger to th« smaller
countries as illustrated by the table below.
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Country fi Country fi Country fi

USA

Germany

USS2

France

UK

India

Italy

2 (35*)

12 (•

14 (<

16 («

Canada 29

Belgium 39 (2.53t)

Sweden 59

letherlands

16 (5.83t) Hungary

19 (5.0jt) Japan

23 (4.23t) Switzerland 59 (l.73t)

South Africa23 (4.23t) Bulgaria 119 (0.83t)

Australia 29 (3.330 Taiwan 119 (O.fyt)

Argentina

Finland

Austria

Brasil

Yugoslavia

Pakistan

Denmark

Poland

119 (O.95t)

115 (O.83t)

Thus for one laboratory in the USA there are only about two laboratories
in countries outside the USA whereas for a Bedim country like Italy
this number is greater than 20. The numbers in brackets are ratios of
the numbers of laboratories inside the country concerned to the total
number of laboratories appearing in BEHM 72.

As a conclusion of points 1 and 2 it seems that the rather high, per-
centage (623t) of outside-the-requesting-country work illustrates the
international character of nuclear physics research going on in many
laboratories in the world rather than the willingness or capability
of countries to measure other than their own requests.
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233 «2 233
Da»

Tkco-Cort 7. +3 70HELS 2 799
E^K-Iou 16-2 12+3 ]NE 24 IM
Theo-Jow 00*8 3. +6 YF 12 293

Fuño.

Hwoa

E<r>-Pnit NDG
E^l-Proj 2.S-2
Ejjx-Coof 3.2+5
TVo-Jom 1. +2
Fwl-C<W 2.5-2
E «I-Coal 2.5-2
Eqft-Cutf 8.0-t
Expt-Coof 3 0+1
E«pt-Prog 6.0—2
Eipt-Abu THR
Canp-R*|>t2.5-2
Expt-rnt «-5-2
Eip(-Pnt 6.0-2
Eapt-Corf THR
Tteo-Cnrf +0
Eipt-Ptof 6 . - 2
Evil-Ptof 2.5-2
Evil-Coof 2.5-2
Evd-Goaf 2.5-2
Evd-OMt 2.5-2
Elp-Jatir THR
Gmip-Rc|>l2.S-2
Eapt-Coaf THR
Evd-Pmg 2.5-2
Eal-Coal 2.S-2
Enl-Onf 2.S-2
Eap-ftw S. - 1
Eq»-J<» PO.E
EifX-Jav 80+4
Eipt-Rcpi THR
C«*-Rc|»2.5-2
Eip-Joa THR

2.5+6
t. +5

1.0+2

20+2

4.0+4

3. +0

2.6-1
2 6-1
26-2
1.0+1
2.6-1

2.6-2

UP

9.0 + 5

3.9+6

»0.-50276 59
BNL-50276 12
TOMADURA! 2 67
NP A159 305
71KNOX 560
7IKNOX 566
71KNOX 855
71KNOX 829
BNL-5(129« 61
BAP 5 33IU
AE- 11
NCSAC-S1 72
IN- 1407 39
70HELS 1 29?
TOHELS 2 757
BNL-5027» 87
BNL-50274 12
71KNOX 560
71KNOX 605
71KNOX 566
NSE 44 266
AE- II
70HELS 1 287
BNL-5027* 12
71KNOX 560
71KNOX 566
NSE 44 180
NSE 45 37
PR 101.1012
NP-TR-440
AE- 11
NP 48 433

Rr»-Coa! THR 15+7 70HELS 2 195
Coap-CorfTHR 70HELS 2 93
Renr-Kcpt 2.5-2 l.S+7 INDC(NDS)-I9

Eni-Ftaf 2 5 - 2
Ttoa-low 8.0+4
Evtl-Corf 2.5-2
Evil-Coof 2 5-2
Eral-Cmt 2 3 - 2
Expt-Pro» NOG
E«al-lour 0. +0
Eigx-Jaar 2 5 - 2
Enl-Jnir
R«tc-Rtj«THR
Re»»-Joai PILE
E«p«-Dm THR
Eip-Abtt
Exp-fmt THR
Rtvw-Rípi;5-:
EiqH-PlOf t. +5
E«pt-J<Mic 18+7
ElfK-Jour TI IR
Tkeo-Conf THR
I t a - A M THR
bip-Jour POE
Tkeo-inn 2.5-2

1.5+7
2. +*
S. +6
FISS

l.S+7
1.5+7
7. +6
2.1 + 7

BNL-5027« 12
NST7 63S
71KNOX 560
71KKOX S66
T1KNOX 5M
BNL-50298 174
NSE 44 345
JNE 25 321
JNE 25 321
L A - 1970
NPW I 114
TTD-25645
DA JOB 4749
NCSAC-31 15*
INDC(Nm)19.15
BNL-50276 155
YF 13 293
NSE 44 173
7OMADURAI2 619
BAP 16 56CDS
JNE 25 1
JNE 25 339

6*70 SDC GARRISON DBTUSSN. RESONANCE ANAL
6/70 GEL CAO+ WLTLVL Fir TO RES BELOW 65EV
»m CCP ZHMAILO. U233(D.P FTSSNtGRPH CFD XPT

- ENGLISH SNP 12 160 2/71
D/T0 COL FELMNH+ANAL TO BE COMPLETEDAOC
D/70 ANL OE VOUtPRELIMlNARY VALUE GIVEN
D/73 TRM (YENGAR+ SIGMA EXFT TB CONTO. NDG
D/70 GA GARRISON AVERAGE C i - N O RES INTERF
3/71 ANL DE VOLPL ADJUSTED VALUE GIVEN
3/71 BET STEEN. BEST VALUE-524.0+ -5.0B
3/71 COL FELVEHCI+ CURVES
V71 SAC BLONS+. CURVE

5/71 COL FELVTNC1+ PRELIM CURVS.ANAL TBC
1/60 ORL SLAUGHTER + ETA VARIATN WITH E. NDG
4 * 0 AE STORY+ .DISCUSSION+TABULATKÍ OF MEASTS
5/70 MTR SMITH+.MN BATH-ANAL TBC.REL MEAST
6/70 MTR SMITH+ . 4ES.MN BATH.TABLE+CURVE
6/70 FAR VIDAL+97 VAL GVN.OSCTUATN METHOD
6H0 ORL SAUSSURE+ 94. ETA(E) CRVJKULTILVX FIT
D/70 MTR SMITH+.4 ES.CURVE+TABLE
D/70 ANL DE VOULPREUMINARY VALUE GIVEN
3/71 ANL DE VOLPI. ADJUSTED VALUE GIVEN
3/71 RET MITCHELL* MONTE CARLO ANAL OKS SMITH
3'Tl BET STEEN BIST VALUE-2297K+-O.O07
5/71 ORL MAGNUSONRt-ANAL G1'-, S - M AGNUSON DATA
4/60 AE STORV + .DISClSSIOStTA_ i \TN OF MEASTS
6H0 CRC LOf'SBURY + Pi'R: VALIT li\'N,THRML FLUX
D/70 ANL DE VOLPLPRELIMINARY VAll'E GIVEN
3/71 ANL DE VOLPL ADJUSltD VALUt UIVUN
3/71 BET STEEN. BEST VALUE-0.0874+-0.0006
5/71 KAP EILAND + CD AND CD-RH FILTERS
7H1 ANL KATO+ FAST REACTOR SPEC. INTEG MEAST
2/56 LAS DIVEN+.UQ SCINT.+FROB EMBS
9/57 CCH SAUNDERS. NDG NSA U 2213 9/60
4/60 AE STORY+DBCUSSION+TABULATN OF MEASTS
0«>3 LAS HOPKtNS+SCINT TANK.RELAT TO CF2S2

SEE ALSO 61VŒNNA 1 149 8/61 SUPERSED«)
SUPERSEDES ALSO WASH-1028 29 5/60,
WASH-1033 32 8/61. WASH-1034 22 D/61
WASH-1039 26 »62 AND WASH-1041 28 0/62

6/70 HAR COLVIN PPR99 REPORT ON DATA STATUS
6/70 AE ALMEN+57. COMPILATN AKJ NU-TEMP-PtOT
6/70 IAE KON-SHIN+NmE)COMPIL+RENORM.CURV.TBL

WORK BEING CONTINUED
D/70 ANL DE VOLPLPREUMJNARY VALUE GIVEN
D/70 TOK HARÁ CAL CFO C DIVEN EXP
3/71 ANL DE VOLPI. ADJUSTED VALUE GIVEN
3/71 BET STEEN. NLKT)-2.4986+ -0.007» REL U233
3TJ1 BET STEEK NU(P)-X774+ - 0 » U KEL CF252
V71 RPI REED+. TO BE COMPLETED. NO DATA GIVN
tni ANL DAVEY. PROMPT NEUTS PER FISSION
8/71 AUA WALSH + LIO SON.
8/71 AUA WALSH + 2 LINE EN DEPEK)ENCE
0/35 LAS KEEPIN. NEW YHJS + SPECTRA.CURVS+TBL3
7/56 HAR COX. YIELD + HALF UFES OF Di Í.-NEUTS
5/69 VPt RAMBO.HALF-UVES+REL ABUSAANCES
4/70 VPI RAMBO S NTN GPS.Yl.D.HLJIEL ABUNDS.
S/70 LAS KR1CK+.PRELIMINARY NEUTRON YLDS GIVN
fcTTO IAE KON-SHIN+ REVIEW AND TABLES
D/70 LAS KRICK+.CURV ABSOL WUT YLD VS. E
2/71 CCP MAKSUTENKO+ YIELD OF II OROUPS.TBL
S/71 BNL CONANT+ DELAYED NFUT FRACTION
D/m SAH SARKAR+ NU W FRAGMASS CRPHS CFD XPT
1/71 CUA LEE+. THEORETICAL EXPRESSMNNO DATA
1/71 SRC SCOBIE+ BETA EN RELESE RATE REL U235
8/71 SRC SCOBIE+ VARBETA EN REL RATE WTII TME
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Oiî-v l.»ö YB TYPE OOÇlJMFNTfcT t dt*
M> REF VOL »AGE DATE

l » S 6 ! t*PT PETtJEL HENMFNDtNGER .A.BROVN .«K»Be»GEN.DW*

* .O*1 2.O*« CONF CONF6«0303 971 • * •» / *» PPR F i t . EXPT DFSCRIKD. CURVES
2 .O* l 2 .B*6 eePARIS IT 219 OCT/66 PPR «2.EXPT DESCRISED.CURVS XO-«OOEV
2 . a * l 2.O*« SEPT LA-DC-T618 MAR/»« SAME AS CONF66O3O3 89S
2.O*l 2 .0*6 LA-DC-7ei3 OCT/86 SAME AS 66PARIS I I 219
2.0*1 9.8*3 LA- 3SB6 SEP/66 NORMALIZATION, GRAPHS. TABLES
2.0*1 9.8*3 LA- 3«7a V.142 67 EXPT * DATA REDUCTION DESCRIBED

POOS MKSM-io«« 93 OCT/6S swooT Mote. st««.tt«*i>eo
•ASH-10S6 SI MAR/6S SHORT NOTE ON EARLIER 1«6« SHOT

JOUR PT I B 8 17 AUG/6S REVIEW AND PRELIM CUOV FROMj 196«SHCT
2.0*1 9.a*S OATA OASTAP-0OJ28 MAR/67 30S7 DATA LINES FROH BNL SCISRS TAPE

F1SS10X KUH 66 EXPT LTNAC TOF MOSTAVAJA.TA«B;ESP*'.OV.OC.
a.O-t t.7*2 «EPT IAE-1302 F E B / 6 7 METHOD.ANALYSIS. CURVES. CFO OTHERS
8.0-1 1.7*2 I CO-3 10 OCT/66 SAME AS IAE-13O2
».O-l 1.7*2 tHDS«M>-lS2F 10 67 ENGL TRANSL OF ICO-3 10
r.O— 1 1.7*2 OATA DASTAR-O0O56 MOV/66 I 8 6 0 DATA LINES.PR COM F»OM OBNINSK
3.6-1 9.O-1 DASTAR-00068 JUN/69 IS DATA LINFS.PB CCM FROM OBNINSK

FISSION DHL 66 ÏXPT TtJF. LTNAC OE SADSSURE.G»VESTT<N.- «*GWIN.R*
INGLE . R»*T0OD. JH*HOCKtNBU*V . PW*
FULLWO0O.RR*L0TTtN.A

«.O-l 2 .8*« CONF eePARIS I I 233 OCT/66 PPR«S.S.MULTAN FISSI0N*C«PTURE.6RPIIS
4.O-1 2.8«« P«OG «ASM-1O6S 131 MAR/66 PRELIMINARY RESULTS. GRAPHS
«.8-1 2.8*4 REPT CRNL-TM-180« 67 MORE ÙETAILS
4.0-1 2.O*« PROG MASH-106* 123 OCT/6S EXPERIMENT IN PROGRESS. MDC
4.0-1 6.3*1 DATA OASTAR-0002T NOV/66 SIGMA-ROOT-E AT 2220FS. ALSO ST» ABS
1.7*2 2.0*« DASTAB-00028 NOV/66 SIGNA-ROOT-E AT 3S6BFS. ALSO SIC ASS

FISSION LAS 6« EXPT PERSIMMON CRAMER.JD*BER6EN.D«. *
2.8*1 1.0*3 REPT LA- «283 DSC/69 NUCLEAR EXPLOSION.TOF. EXPCR DETAILS •
2.8*1 l .O*3 DATA I NO» »10034. JLY/71 CROSS SECT » ERR AT 2801 eNERGICS. •

ETA ITS 6 3 EXPT I GNAT «EV.KG*KI RPICHNIKOV.IV*
SUKHORUCHKIN.SI.

1.3-2 1.8*1 JCUR AC 1« 118 FES/6« SIMULTKMEOUS FTA AND TCTML.CURVES
2.S-2 2.O*I SJA 16 121 FEB/6* ENGL TRANSL OF AE 16 110
1.3-2 2.O«I JNE Ik 719 NOV/6« ENGL TRANSL OF AE 16 110
2.S-Z 2 .8*1 EAF 16 2 1« FEB/6« TRADUCTION FRANÇAISE DE AE 16 HO
t.S-ï 2.8*1 RBPT ITE-14T 63 SAME CURVES AS » I 16. SIMILAR TEXT
Ï.S-2 2.8*1 TNOSwG-TE 63 ENGL TRANSL OF AE 16 110
3 . 0 - 1 1.2*0 DATA DASTAR-OOOSS • NOV/66 ETA AT 38 EMERSICS
* . ! - ! 1.3*0 OASTAR-000S9 • NOV/66 ETA AT 33 ENERGIES

ETA RTH 6« EXPT SMITH.JR*BECOER.SD«FLUHARTY.RG.
Í.3-2 «EPT IOO-t70S3 FES/66 CRVST SPeC.MN-BATH.FULL INFORMATION
Ï.3-2 PROG WASH-106« 133 OCT/6S ABSTRACT. TABLE CtVEN
2.9-2 SAP t e 1099C06 0CT/6S ABSTRACT. TABLE GIVEN
2.S-2 DATA OASTAR-O0SS4 APR/67 ABSOLUTE VLUE

ETA HA* 6S CXPT Tt9 BROOKS.FD*JOLLT. JE*SCHOMBERG.MG*
SOMERSY.MG.

3.3-2 2.O*2 REPT AERE/NP/GEN-3S 66 REPORT PLANNED BUT NOT ISSUED
3.3-2 2.O*2 AERE-M 1678 FEB/66 XPT DESCR.CFO OTHERS.INTEGRAL DATA.
3.5-2 1.8*2 EANDCIUKIA2 L 6« PRELIM REPORT.SUPERSEDED•
3.3-2 1.1*2 CONF 66S0tEG0 3.3 FEB/66 EXPT * METHOD PRESENTÍ O
3.S-2 4.0*0 DATA OASTAP-00103 • JAN/67 AT 206 ES.SEE AERE-M1670.FI6S l.ZA
1.S*0 ».8*2 DASTAR-001O« • JAN/67 AT 2220ES.SEE AERE-Mt670.PtGS 2A.3A
3.S-1 ».8*1 OASTAR-POO13 NOV/67 MEAN CTA CFO OTHRS.»r»«-Ml6TO.TBL1*S

ANL SS EVAL SIGMA CENTER.BHL.
3.8-3 «.«-I PRIV »Pa SIGMA-CNTR SB ALF DEDUC FROM FTA/NU-BAR.BOLLINGFR
3.8 -3 4 . 9 - 1 DATA DASTAR-00123 MAR/67 20 DATA LINES FROM SCISRS

COL sa EXPT SAFFORD.SJ*MELKONIAN.E.
f.9-3 JOUR PU 113 I M S MAR/99 SIMULTAN TRANSM*FISStON. CRYSTSPEC
t.9-3 *ML S 1S9 PRB/S9 ABSTRACT. VALUES SUPERSEDED BY P U 13
t.9-3 CONF aevlENNA 2O3 OCT/60 SHORT VERSION OF PR 113. SAME DATA
»•9-3 PROS «A^VIOIS 2« NOV/S8 ABSTRACT. VALUES SUPERSEDED BY PR113
t.9-3 »ASM-1006 B JUN/Sa ABSTRACT. NO DATA
t.9-3 OATA OASTAR-00692 JLT/68 ALFA AT O.00291EV

HAN 60 exPT CORNISH.FV.
FIL« RÉPT NROC-129 MAT/60 ACTIVATION AMD MASS ANALYSIS
PILE OATA OASTAR-00706 JLY/6S ALFA FOR REACTOPSPEC..02S3 OEDUCED
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Some notes on 5XF0R

EZFQH i s a computerised "erstem of codes and formats used for the exchange
of experimental neutron nuclear data between the Four Neutron Data
Centres named on page v i . Each regional centre, having different computer
fac i l i t i e s and user needs, operates i t s own internal storage—and-retrieval
system (e .g . CSISBS, NSUDADA) optimized for i t s needs and f a c i l i t i e s .
EXFOR i s compatible with these centre-internal systems so that a l l data
compilad at one centre are easily transmitted, through EXFOR, into the
internal systems of the other centres thus becoming available to users a l l
over the world.

On the opposite page a sample of an EXPOR-entry in given for i l lustration.
EXFOR i s based, among others, on the following basic principles!

1. A numerical data table cannot be meaningful without a minimum of
«uppleaentaiy information on standard cross-sections us*d,
measurement method, srror analysis, origin of the data, and others.

This supplementary information can be found under a set of keywords such as
AUTHOR, N-SOURCE, DETECTOR, METHOD, ERR-ANALTS and so on. Some information
i s given in coded form and i s thus computer-retrievable. For example, the
code (31 SIB PA) given under the keyword INSTITUTE means: 3 - responsible data
centre i s the IAEA Nuclear Data Section; ISL - country of origin i s Israel}
HFA - data were measured at the Technion, Haifa. In an output format such
oodes can be expanded to a readable text.

2. The results of an experiment given in one ENTRY may consist of several
data tables given in separate SUBSNTries. Each ENTRY or SUBENTry i s
identified by an International Nevtron Data Accession (INDA-) number.

The present EXFOR entry has the accession-number INDA»3O148 and i s so indexed
on page 7 of this catalogue. I t s f irst SUBENTry (30148.001) gives information
which ÍB valid fo~ the entire experiment, whereas the second SUBENTry
(3OI48.OO2) gives a specific data table resulting from this experiment, and
i t « definitions.

3. A SOTENTry may consist of three partst text-information ("BIB"),
parameters that are constant ("COMMON") throughout the data table,
and the data-table i t s e l f ("DATA").

The format of the data-table i s flexible, and the meaning and units of the
columna are defined in their headings. The second column which i s headed
DATA/ARB-UNITS i s defined above under ISO-QUANT ( - isotope and quantity).
In the present case the isotope considered i s tritiua and the quantity is i
relative ("REL") double-differential ("DA/DE") cross-section for the
T(n,?r)T) reaction ("N2N"), and the term 'differential1 i s meant with respect
tc the : epulting douterons ("D"). The f irst column in the data-table
. ïsaded E/V3V) gives the deuteron-energy as explained in the text above. The
incident ..cutron-energy EN and i t s resolution are given under "CO»MON" in the
first SCTV-STry.

4. As with a conventional publication the author reoeives a proof-copy
of the SXPOR entry.

When the author approves the EXFOR entry, this will be entered under the
keyword STATUS. The present entry i s so new that the approval was not yet
received. However, i t i s said under STATUS that the numerical data had
been received from one of the authors and that these data correspond to a
published graph; compare above under REFERENCE. If the author regards his
data aa preliminary (or after some yearB as superseded), a note to thin
effect will be entered under STATUS. If the author submits corrections,
the revi Bed EXFOR entry wil l oe sent to everyone to whom the IAEA Nuclear
Data Section had sent the uncorrected version of the entry.
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»very, ».
Sayler. T.
Beaalg, P.B.
Highest, priority need for fas t reactor o lcalattoa.
»course? 3t fro« 500 eT to ikeT.
»ccor»CT 2* fro« 1-300 kef.
Accuracy 3S froa 300-500 ke*.
Accuracy 10* froa 500 fc«T to 10 BeT.
Accuracies of 101 fro« 1-300 keT aad 20S froa 0.3 to
10 lie* «raid be osefpl.
StataS: see II« «65 above.

Barre, J-T. ««
For fast reactor ealevlatioms.
kbsolote values asefal bat request concecos aaial*
relative Tslaer versas eaerqy oc relative valae* to
*>»H (accuracy IS oa this r a t i o ) .
Seoss, P. 70.
Relative to s i a n (o.q) (O.0253ef) .
Evalaatioa aay sat fice if i t «plains discrepaacies.
For calcalatioas of l e f t .
Status; see BES S65 above.

•ikolaev, B. I . 71
For accuracies of 1.0 S la Keff and 1.6 S la BB foc
fast breeders.
Between 1 aad 100 ket information oa reson*«ce self-
shielding factors (see book by kbagyaa et a l . . Coa-
sol t ints Burean, Bev Tort,1964) with 2* accuracy
and averaged over 0.2 lethirgt intervals desired.
Batios of captare CS of 0*>a to fission CS of 0*«
»anted. For selfshieldlag evalaation transaissioa
aeasnr«aents requested »Ith f lat response and cap-
tare detectors and »itu attenuations of pri. ary beaa
dovn to 1 aad O.K. Experiments »anted at different
teaperatores froa 70 to 2S00*R. Teaperatnre dirfe-
rences of selfshieldlna factors aost be known »lth
7S accuracy.
Davey, »SS ¿9(1970) ,337, raviews status before BEt-
SIBKI conference above resonance range. Several,
relevant papers at BF.LS. conf. (CI-26/1B, «3,77, 78,
111).
»rbo et al. plan low keV TOF aeastreaeat
(EtBDC(0S)-1«3O, P.50).
Hoioa (1EBE-B 607«) estlaates accuracy of data bet-
seen 0.5 and 100 keT to 3-7S.
Be Saassure et a l . , captare work la progress.
Byves et a l . plan activation aeas. 120-600 keT.
Proehnec et al . plan neas. re l . to (n,p) ,100-i00»»f•
Koashin, evalaatloa ia progress«

Japanese ladear Cata Coaaittee (JBDC) .
For fast reactor calcalatioas.
Poealtz: BSE «0 383 (1970).
Benlove, Poenitz: BSE 33 2« (1968).
Bozon: AÏ8K-8 607« (1969).
Barry et a l . : JBE l/B 18 «81 (196«).

Japanese Baclaar Data Coaslttae (JBDC) .
For tast reactor calcalatioas.
Poenitz: BSB «0 383 (1970).
Bealove sad Poeaitz: BSB 12 2« (1968) .
Sosoc: ABBE-B 607« (1969).
Barry et a l . : JBE 1/8 J l «81 (196«).

Caapbell, c.S.
For fast reactors.
Bote changed energy range.
Hoxon: data available below 100 kef.
Alton: activation aeasar. in progress.
Coates: scint. tank aeasar. in progress.
Evalaatloa shows that ace. regulreaeat aot set.
Statos: se* BEG 865 above.
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